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Darasa za Kiswahili Shihabdin Chiraghdin 1975
Semi Athumani B. Mauya 2006 On Swahili sayings, their meaning and usage.
Kenya National Assembly Official Record (Hansard) 1981-09-29 The official
records of the proceedings of the Legislative Council of the Colony and
Protectorate of Kenya, the House of Representatives of the Government of Kenya
and the National Assembly of the Republic of Kenya.
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Swahili Tales Edward Steere 2020-04-15 Reprint of the original, first published
in 1870.
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FASIHI YA KISWAHILI Fasihi ya kiswaili ni kitabu kilichoandikwa kwa mtindo
mwepesi na rahisi kusomeka. Kitabu hiki kinachunguza vipengele vya kimsingi vya
fasihi simulizi na fasihi andishi kwa undani unaopatikana kwa nadra sana katika
vitabu vilivyochapishwa.Je,Kuna tofauti gani kati ya fasihi simulizi na
andishi? Je, ni zipi tanzu kuu za fasihi simulizi? Je, ngomezi ni nini? Je,
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zipi tanzu kuu za fasihi andishi? Je. kuna tofauti gani kati ya fani ya
maudhui, dhamira na maudhui. ujumbe na falsafa?Haya ni baadhi ya maswali
yanayojibiwa kwa njia ya Kuvutia na inayoeleweka vizuri sana. Mtindo wa fasihi
ya kiswahili, pamoja na undani wake, unalifanya somo la fasihi kuwa na mvuto
mkubwa na kuweza kueleweka vyema kuliko ilivyokuwa kabla. Ni kitabu cha lazima
kwa wanafunzi na waalimu,a upili, vyuo vya ualimu na vyuo vikuu,na mtu binafsi
Kamusi ya isimu na falsafa ya lugha David Phineas Bhukanda Massamba 2004 A
dictionary of linguistics and philosophy of language.
Johari ya kiswahili Collins K. Mumbo 2004
Talk Is Cheap John Haiman 1998-03-26 Putting aside questions of truth and
falsehood, the old "talk is cheap" maxim carries as much weight as ever.
Indeed, perhaps more. For one need not be an expert in irony or sarcasm to
realize that people don't necessarily mean what they say. Phrases such as
"Yeah, right" and "I couldn't care less" are so much a part of the way we
speak--and the way we live--that we are more likely to notice when they are
absent (for example, Forrest Gump). From our everyday dialogues and
conversations ("Thanks a lot!") to the screenplays of our popular films (Pulp
Fiction and Fargo), what is said is frequently very different from what is
meant. Talk is Cheap begins with this telling observation and proceeds to argue
that such "unplain speaking" is fundamentally embedded in the way we now talk.
Author John Haiman traces this sea-change in our use of language to the
emergence of a postmodern "divided self" who is hyper-conscious that what he or
she is saying has been said before; "cheap talk" thus allows us to distance
ourselves from a social role with which we are uncomfortable. Haiman goes on to
examine the full range of these pervasive distancing mechanisms, from clichés
and quotation marks to camp and parody. Also, and importantly, this text
highlights several new ways in which the English language is evolving (and has
evolved) in response to our postmodern world view. In other words, this study
shows us how what we are saying is gradually separating itself from how we say
it. As provocative as it is timely, the book will be fascinating reading for
students of linguistics, literature, communication, anthropology, philosophy,
and popular culture.
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Sarufi na fasihi, sekondari na vyuo Felician V. M. Nkwera 1979
Misingi ya uchanganuzi wa fasihi K. W. Wamitila 2008 The foundations of
literary criticism.
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Kamusi ya misemo na nahau K. W. Wamitila 2000 A dictionary of sayings and
idioms.
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English-Swahili and Swahili-English Dictionary A. C. Madan 2006 Language:
Africa - Kenya Product Dimensions: 19x14.3x5 cm. Weight: 1.2 Kg.
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